Media release
Turkish international Construction Corporation “Yenigun” and Russian
group of Companies “RT-Invest” have begun construction of the second
energy processing plant from waste in Moscow region. The project will
make a substantial contribution towards reducing the number of landfill
sites by treating the residual waste.
On 2st August, 2019, the Russian power plant operator Alternative Generating
Company-1 (which is а part of the RT-Invest Group of Companies) and a Turkish
corporation of Yenigün Construction Industry & Commerce Inc. signed the contract to
build the second energy from waste plant in Moscow region. The international company
became the general construction contractor of one of the waste recycling projects.
The signing of this agreement is an important step towards the introduction of new
waste processing technologies. The Turkish Corporation will begin construction of a
solid fuel bunker for the plant in the near future. This is the first stage of the plant
construction. Completion of the construction is scheduled for 2022.
Four plants are to be constructed in the Moscow region over the next four years. Energy
from waste plants will help the city to optimize waste management by closing numerous
landfills. Each plant will process about 700,000 tons of residual waste per year, the
amount of waste that more than 5 million people create, generating 75 MW of
electricity. About 70 MW will be supplied to the network, providing electricity to about
1.5 million people in the nearest settlements.
Alternative Generating Company - 1 is a project company implementing a pilot
project dealing with construction of energy generating facilities that use thermal
treatment of municipal solid waste in the Moscow region. AGC-1 is part of the RT-Invest
Group of Companies. Created in 2016, AGC-1 won the first tender in Russia for the right
to build such facilities in 2017.
AGC-1 major tasks include solving the environmental problem of waste management,
as well as creating a new branch in the Russian industry.
Company functions are divided into two stages: the first – plants construction
process organization and the second - commissioning and operating thereof.
Yenigün Construction Industry & Commerce Inc., an Ankara / Turkey based
general contracting company, has been active in the local and international construction
sector since 1973. With its history approaching 50 years, and being the core company of
YENIGUN Group of Companies having activities in different fields such as contracting
and real estate development, energy, tourism and hotel management, YENIGUN
Construction Co. is one of the pioneering Turkish contractors with activities in
superstructure projects (mass/luxury housing, commercial/corporate buildings, hotels
and tourism facilities), transportation and urban infrastructure (airports, highways,
metro and rail systems, pipelines, treatment plants), and; industrial and power projects
(hydropower plants, manufacturing facilities and petrochemical complexes).

